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A self-reflective album composed of poems which includes political, reflective, situational, and sensual

views that combines Eclectic Jazz, Rhythms, Sounds, Hip-Hop, and even Jungle music that presents an

urban twist to Love. 37 MP3 Songs SPOKEN WORD: Poetry, SPOKEN WORD: With Music Details:

Mendola's writing styles are an ongoing development that dates back to 1990. There is evidence and

experimentation in Personal, Acrotic, Tanka, Sound, Cinquain, Diamente, Concrete Visual, Definition,

Sonnet, Parody and Ballad poetry styles. The language reflective of Alliteration, Tongue Twisters and

Personification. With over three years of experience in the underground scene "Mendola" is able to

produce an album that is reflective of that sound. Her "self-title" debut poetry CD has a collection of 37

tracks. Combining Eclectic Jazz, Rhythms, Sounds, Hip-Hop, and even Jungle music. Mendola's album is

a self-reflective album composed of poems which includes political, reflective, situational and sensual

views that presents an urban twist to Love. The CD offers a collection of her most sensual poems.

Touching on topics about city living, falling in and out of love, and a poem honoring the most sensual

trumpet player of our time, John Coltrane. In the album she mixes eclectic music and sounds to enhance

the words of her sultry voice. Featured on her album is "AD" from the Los Angeles Underground live

sampling hip-hop band, Nomadic Transit Sunscreen. Mendola's production is a clean initial chapter of her

poetic mind. She says, "If we all remember how to Love, the world would continue to grow." She took this

risk to record her own obsessions with love, to hopefully show people that it is a natural an wonderful

even though it may be painful. "If we only look to the end result for inspiration, we loose the true meaning

of LOVE." The music, the sound, the compositions helps to illustrate this passion.
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